This schematic is intended to provide an outline for designing your system. Complete instructions for installation can be found in our “Planning & Installation Guide”, which can be found on our website.

Steering Components:

1 FIG. 336-5-211T
- Classic Pedestal Steerer/Tapered

1 FIG. 647ST-20-5
- Dished Destroyer Wheel

1 FIG. 77103
- Chain & Wire Rope Kit with Hardware [was 774-2S15B9]
  (1.5FT #50 Chain, 9FT 3/16” 7X19 305 SS Wire Rope)

1 FIG. 776AL-4AL
- Adjustable Crossed Wire Idler

1 FIG. 777-8
- Radial Drive Wheel

4 FIG. 646-4HEX
- Pedestal Mounting Bolts

(A FIG. 697 Stuffing Box/Bearing may be required)

Note: Wires must be crossed within pedestal for proper steering direction.

May be left for emergency steering.

Block down for proper alignment with drive wheel.
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